Let your users withdraw
in virtual currency
SECURE WITHDRAWALS
With Coinify Withdrawals forex companies, betting sites and similar services holding client funds can facilitate
withdrawals of client funds in Bitcoin. Coinify converts any withdrawal made from traditional currencies into
Bitcoin, so you don’t have to hold any virtual currency and will never be exposure to price ﬂuctuations. This
allows you to oﬀer your customers an an attractive service of getting withdrawals in Bitcoin.

HOW IT WORKS
Step 1

Step 2

Customer wants to withdraw
€5000 in Bitcoin from their
account. They select the Bitcoin
withdrawal option.

Step 3

Customer enters the Bitcoin
wallet address the withdrawal
shall be sent to.

€5000 is converted to Bitcoin by
Coinify and deposited to the
customer’s Bitcoin wallet

Bitcoin wallet address for delivery:
Address to transfer Bitcoin to

WITHDRAW

JOIN US
With a customer base in 70+ countries and
30,000 merchants signed up for Coinify’s
Payment Services, our team is ready to assist
you in serving your customers with more value
added services.
Contact us today.

#1 Virtual Currency Payment Provider

CONTINUE

YOUR COINIFY TEAM

Bo Soderberg
Sales Manager (APAC)
bos@coinify.com

Morten Bebe
Sales Manager
mbe@coinify.com

Registered with the Danish Financial
Supervisory Authority

Withdrawals

KEY BENEFITS
SECURE TRANSACTIONS WITH NO CHARGES FOR YOU
All withdrawals made with Coinify Withdrawals are secure and guaranteed by Coinify.
Coinify does not charge you for withdrawals.

NO KNOWLEDGE OF VIRTUAL CURRENCIES REQUIRED
Coinify provides you with an end-to-end service, where we handle the entire withdrawal process,
allowing you to concentrate fully on business as usual.

FRICTIONLESS SET-UP AND EASY INTEGRATION
Our API is easy to integrate with - and you’ll be up and running quickly.

KEY FEATURES
21 traditional currencies accepted

No knowledge of Bitcoin is needed.

Diﬀerentiate your business with an innovative
payout option

Industry leading compliance solution with all
KYC, KYB, AML and Source of Funds checks
handled by Coinify

OTHER SOLUTIONS IN THE COINIFY PAYMENT SUITE

Payments

Deposits

Invoices

inWallet Buy/Sell

Trade Widget

ABOUT US
Coinify is the leading global virtual currency payment service provider oﬀering two-way virtual currency
conversion services for businesses and individuals. The company was incorporated in 2014 and is backed by
leading VCs. Our approach allows our partners and customers to embrace the world of virtual currencies in a
compliant, secure and regulated manner.

#1 Virtual Currency Payment Provider
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Supervisory Authority
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